FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Greenpoint Designs V-VIP Interior Concept for Boeing Business Jet 777X
Kirkland, Wash. – 19 December 2018 – Greenpoint Technologies supported the Boeing Business Jet
BBJ 777X reveal at the Middle Eastern Business Aviation Association (MEBAA) 2018 show with a new
V-VIP Interior Design Concept.
Greenpoint’s award-winning Design Team showcased the new globe-spanning BBJ 777X by designing
the Lotus interior concept, which leverages the world’s most spacious cabin available in a twin-engine
business jet.
Design Director Annika Wicklund explains, “Lotus’ inspiration began with the wide 777X cabin and
the desire for multifunctional spaces, advanced connectivity and unique features that set the interior
apart from traditional private business jets. Our team aimed to design a contemporary, functional
interior with luxuries experienced at a world class hotel. The result is a spacious, reflective and
welcoming interior.”
Greenpoint’s 777X Lotus V-VIP interior features a Grand Entry and open Lounge ideal for
entertainment and social gatherings. Hardwood steps lead to an Elevated Lounge, complete with a
raised ceiling, business or dining seats, and a backlit bar overlooking a sunken Media Lounge. The
Media Lounge features a large, curved monitor,
adaptable divan with high-low ottomans, and custom
LED lighting. The interior also contains a Library,
Guest Suite and Master Suite. The Master Suite
features a king size bed framed by a custom, artistic
canopy headboard, a spacious walk-in Dressing Room
with heated hardwood flooring. The Master Lavatory
also offers heated marble flooring and towel
warmers, a black marble vanity with embedded
monitors, and an oversized rain shower.
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Safran is an international high-technology group, operating in the aircraft propulsion and equipment,
space and defense markets. Safran has a global presence, with more than 91,000 employees and
sales of 16.5 billion euros in 2017 (21 billion euros including the aerosystems, seats and cabin business
lines, pro forma 2016). Safran is listed on the Euronext Paris stock exchange, and is part of the CAC
40 and Euro Stoxx 50 indices.
Greenpoint Technologies is a premier Business Jet Completion Center, creating superior aircraft
products and VIP completions with an exemplary 99 percent on-time delivery rate in 30 years of
operation. Greenpoint is a Safran company. To learn more about Greenpoint, visit
www.greenpnt.com. For a career in a results driven, people-centric and rewarding organization visit
www.greenpointcareers.com.
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